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The Organizing Committee’s objective was to organize and host a Summer School that would be scientifically rewarding, financially successful, and personally memorable for all delegates.

We are proud to report that ESO Stroke Summer School 2017 met these objectives.
A. Invited Faculty

GEORGIOS ANDRIKOPOULOS
VALERIA CASO
HANNE KRARUP CHRISTENSEN
CHARLOTTE CORDONNIER
GEORGE N. DALEKOS
MARTIN DICHGANS
URS FISHER
MIQUEL GALLOFRÉ LOPEZ
NIKOLAOS GATSELIS
ATHANASIOS GIANNOUKAS
ELENI KOROMPOKI
NIKOLAOS LIASIS
KONSTANTINOS MAKARITSIS
MILTIADIS MATSAGKAS
PATRIK MICHEL
EMILIA MICHOU
MILIJA MIJAJLOVIC
HARALAMPOS MILIONIS
GEORGE NTAIOS
PANAGIOTIS PAPANAGIOTOU
VASILEIOS PAPAVASILEIOU
FRANCESCA ROMANNA PEZZELLA
MARIA POLITI
TIMOLAOS RIZOS
CHRISTOS ROUNTAS
PAOLA SANTALUCIA

CHRISTOS SAVOPOULOS
PARASKEVI SAVVARI
PETER SCHELLINGER
THORSTEN STEINER
DANIEL STRBIAN
TURGUT TATLISUMAK
STYLIANOS TZEIS
BART VAN DER WORP
SOFIA VASSILOPOULO
KONSTANTINOS VEMMOS
B. Program Committee Report:

**Location - Venue of the meeting**

University of Thessaly - School of Health Sciences, Larissa, Greece  
Website: www.med.uth.gr/en

Hotel Olympian Bay, Leptokaria Pierias, Greece  
Website: www.olympianbay.com

**Dates & Hours**

Monday, September 11\(^{th}\) 2017  
09.00-18.00, University of Thessaly - School of Health Sciences, Larissa

Tuesday, September 12\(^{th}\) 2017  
09.00-16.30, Hotel Olympian Bay, Leptokaria Pierias

Wednesday, September 13\(^{th}\) 2017  
09.00-17.10, Hotel Olympian Bay, Leptokaria Pierias

Thursday, September 14\(^{th}\) 2017  
09.00-17.00, Hotel Olympian Bay, Leptokaria Pierias

Friday, September 15\(^{th}\) 2017  
08.30-11.15, Hotel Olympian Bay, Leptokaria Pierias

**Invited lectures – Round tables**

The program included:

- 3 Parallel courses  
  *Simulation course, Hands-on training seminar on endovascular Thrombectomy, Hands-on training seminar on ultrasound*

- 56 Invited lectures

- ESO Guidelines Development workshop
C. Applicants – Participants Report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applicants</th>
<th>81</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Countries</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Date of first Application:** Saturday, January 28th 2017

**Deadline for submission:** March 31st 2017

The local organizing committee selected the participants on the basis of:

1. Application (letter of motivation, CV (attached template), letter of support).
2. Maximum two applicants per country and one applicant per site will be accepted.
3. All applicants are expected to be ESO members or to have applied for ESO membership.
Participants (upon selection and approval) 54

Countries 32

ESO SUMMER SCHOOL 2017 COUNTRIES OF PARTICIPANTS

- Argentina
- Belgium
- Bosnia and Herzegovina
- Croatia
- Cyprus
- Czechia
- Denmark
- England
- Estonia
- Finland
- France
- Georgia
- Germany
- Greece
- Iran
- Italy
- Latvia
- Portugal
- Romania
- Russia
- Scotland
- Serbia
- Slovakia
- South Africa
- Spain
- Sweden
- Switzerland
- The Netherlands
- Ukraine
- Uruguay
All participants attended the ESO Stroke Summer School 2017

RICCARDO ALTAVILLA
MARIJA BENDER
SERENA BORRELLI
NAEEM BREY
FLORENCIA BRUNET
JOSE MARIA CABRERA MAQUEDA
ALAN CAMERON
MILICA ĆANCAREVIC
FRANÇOIS CAPARROS
VICKY CHALOS - ANDREOU
MARIANA DIAS
IDA DONNINI
MAIA GOMEZ SCHNEIDER
OKSANA GULKEVYCH
CRISTINA HOBEANU
ANDREAS IOANNOU
LAURA JÄRVPÕLD
TINATIN KHERKHEULIDZE
KRISTI VIIKANT
ANA KOCIJAN
ANDREAS KOSTIS
MAGDALENA KUBIAK
ANDRIY KUZMINSKY
ERIK LINDGREN
MARYAM MANSOUR
FRANCESCO MAULUCCI
PETR MIKULENKA
JATINDER MINHAS
FIONA MORETON
ASTANDA MUSHBA
ARINA NOVASHA
SILVIO PIFFER
JOY PLANGNAN OBIONU
RAZVAN ALEXANDRU RADU
NIKOLAOS RAPTIS
KHURSHIDAKHON RASULOVA
MARIA REYES DE TORRES CHACON
DIMITRIOS SAGRIS
HANNE SALLINEN
PASQUALE SCOPPETTUOLO
BARBARA SITAS
IOANNA SPANOU
ZUZANA ŠTEVKOVA
JOVANA STIJOVIC
THILEMANN SEBASTIAN
STEFFEN TIEDT
ESMEE VENEMA
SANDRA VUJOVIC
CHRYSOSTOMOS XERRAS
HUANG XUYA
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E. Communication and Public Relations Committee Report:

*Timetable of Activities*

**12 months prior to the congress**
- Create logo
- Definition of (co-)organizing bodies
- Appointment with local organizing committee
- Contract hotel accommodation
- Definition of an estimated member and composition of participants
- 1st contact of the local organizing committee with potential sponsors for fundraising of the congress
- Design sponsorship opportunities
- Prepare website, etc
- Preparation of congress 1st announcement

**10 months prior to the congress**
- Activate Congress website
- Create and distribute electronically promotional 1st announcement
- Develop Marketing plan
- Promote the congress to industry
- Draft preliminary program-timetable
- Design of budget and submission to the National organization of medicines for approval of fundraising from the industry

**8 months prior to the congress**
- Negotiation with sponsors for the industry support
- Prepare a realistic, balanced on a breakeven basis budget
- 1st deposit for hotel booking
- Consider technology requirements
- Update website
- Announce for application

**6 - 4 months prior to the congress**
- Finalize speakers/chairmen participation
- Deadline of application
- Inform participants
- Contact participants
4 - 0 months

- Prepare and email final program
- Finalize and publish final program
- Prepare all congress material
- Finalize all tourist services (hotel booking, transfer services, ticket issuing)
- Finalize cultural (social) program
- Final contact with all invited speakers regarding their participation
- Final update of the congress website
- Inform participants for organized transfer
- Inform speakers and participants for ESO SUMMER SCHOOL 2017 application
- Inform speakers and participants for #esoss17 on twitter

Publications:
First Announcement
Final Program
Evaluation form
Certificate
Delegate’s folder
Pen and notepad
F. Highlights on Social Media for invited speakers and participants (#esoss17)

**Andreas Kostis** @akostis
Great experience, great opportunity to meet new people and learn how they think and act in the field of stroke. #esoss2017

**Charlotte Cordonnier** @PrCCordonnier
What a great time to share points of view! 😊 #esoss2017

**George Ntaios** @GeorgeNtaios
Charlotte, our ICH Guru, at the #ESOSS17

**European Stroke Org** @ESOstroke
"I hope that you, as new generation, organize a Stroke Summer School in a few years and invite me" @GeorgeNtaios at the last session #esoss17

**Valerie Lohner** @ValerieLohner
@ESOstroke Thanks for putting all stroke summer school talks online, this is a great resource for those who couldn't join (like me) #esoss17

**European Stroke Org** @ESOstroke
You can watch all #esoss17 talks media.conferre.gr/index.php/eso-...

**Emilia Michou** @emimichou
It was great to present at #esoss17! Great Summer School. huge congratulations for this success! #dysphagia @emimichou @_ESSD_
George Ntaios @GeorgeNtaios · 12 Σεπ
Enough with stroke science at the #ESOSS17 for today - time for a guided tour at the ancient Dion museum and theater!

José María Cabrera @Josema_Olvera · 15 Σεπ
End of a great week of Stroke Summer School with these guys. #esoss17

ropolis Αυγήκα
You can find the videos, slides
and photos of the Congress [HERE](#)